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Wr: irmtroduce a new definition of connmtivity which measures cohesion in graphs in 
a way which satisfi;s c.: intuitive 4mxpt:; abut connectivity 
ymperties of the definition are proved incfwding the result that 
graphs have smaller cohesion than the origi~l graph. Two component graphs arc dis- 
cussed and shq lower bounds are given for cmnoctivity as well as a differential equa- 
tion whose solution yields the connectivity. 
e question of how “connected” is a is fundamental to 
and has, therefore, been sub.iec’ied umerous definition 
analyses. In this paper we present amther definition whit 
y desirable properties. 
set of subsets of size two of eienments of IV. The 
badged edg4s. Our definItim is somtimes called a simple 
. +I 1 are adjacent pairs and share different 
each path is a sec~uence ft 1 , rt2 , . . . , CQ, 1 of suc- 
me initial and terminal tmdes SC equal. A graph 
eae is at least one path between every pair of nodes. 
iri a graph a9 of whose nudes and edges are respec- 
nsdes and edcds of C. If the node set of G, and G 
of G. A maxmal connected 
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equality cannot be improved since given any integers .Y, ~7, z, .Y G 1’ G 2, 
there exists a graph 6’ with d (114’) = z, C”(G) = c? and C”(G) =.y.- I 
“connectivity” definition iven in the next section will be called mean 
connectivity or for short, connectivity with no prefix such as edge or 
node. 
We proceed now to define statistical connectivity and give some 
examples of its calculati,nns. e define mean ccPnnectivity separately for 
connected and disconnected graphs. These definitions can be combined 
with a toss of clarity. 
La;tt G be a clonnected graph TNith v nodes and 01 edges. Let s’(G) be 
the set sf~~! permutdticns of the edges af G viewed as UI! tupks. 
each sequence sE Sf G:‘, define C&S’) as the index of the first edge in S 
far which the graph on the nodes of G with the edge set consisting of 
the first CC(S) edges of S 5s a connecred graph. (Intuitively, if many of 
the sequences in S(G) h e large MI ---CC(S) numbers, then the graph G 
is more cohesive.) We t the first mame& of the numbers ~2 -C,(s) 
a~ the definition of connectivity of G Obviously higher moments can 
atso be defined. 
e~~ti~~ 3.1. The connectivity or Mean connectivity” of a connected 
G, denoted by C(G) is given by 
Alternativeiy, if C&9 is the number of sequences in S(C) for whit 
’ CJS! = k, then 
the connected raph on v-nodes with u edges and 
/ 
__9____6__+ - I --o_-m-_-o 
b-k) ed 
ere the graph becomes connected for 
u-- 1 )th edge and (v-4) (u- I)! sequences which 
tirst time on the vtta edge. The connectivity 
v-I)@-- l)! *II- t v(v-k)(w- t)!] . 
xample 3.3 can be used to prove the 
es, it l-as one cycfe. f the cycle is 
rovide the conclusion. 
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we define its ~Qnne~tivity denoted by C,(G) 
Some examples are in or 
. The empty graph 2 on two nodes has Cd(S) = i SO thti’i: 
cJJ-2,) = -- 1. 
3.7. Set G be a graph with two components both of which 
graphs Ik’, and ik I. It is easy to see that CJ.Sj = I an 
the c=onnectivity is minus one. * us, all graphs of this type have the 
same mean connectivity and, hence, have the same cohesion as we would 
intuitive& 5:;pect. 
From the above definitions one would expect a relationship bet 
a graph 2nd its complement. Such a relationship exists. 
C(G’) --C(G) = ((5) -- n2) + - 
1 
((;j -m)! s=w) 
by direct chxllations. ethods for computing C(s2,) are 
ei 
whether spanning s&graphs of graphs 
e answer is &I the affimative. 
~~fi~e~ to prove tf~e result for addin a sln@t edge. We prove 
aphs, an analogous argument follows for disconnected 
e cmnected and add an edge to E. To each 
e associlate he set of all sequem:ess’ E S(G’) ob- 
e somewhere in the (VI+ i ) possible posi- 
as associated with it (:rn + 1) sequences in
this set by E”(S). If Sr E E’(S), then obviously C,(S) 
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Let 6 = ( c/, E) be a graph with components C, aitd C2 contuining 
es and v1 9 u2 mxks, respectively. Thp. i are (y) possible 
ich (ml +m2 ) are already in the ph G so that sequences 
ax formed from the remaining ( edges not in the graph 
G. We can think of the ges as selecting from 2 set 
od and bad edges. There are z.+ l v2 
0 v2 ) bad edges. We can 
where X is the “waiting iimr 
probability that X = ?, k = 1, 2, .*., (z ) 
are 
good edges and (y ) - (~1  + m2) + 
random variable 
a good edge”. 
- (DI1 +!?I*). 
$Zk be the generatin function for the sequence 
e have the following result for C(Z). 
ring function C(Z) satisfies the d~ff~~~~tial 
itforward combinatorial arguments. 
in this pager to develop ;9 new definition of con- 
h satisfies our intuitive notions concerning what 
Indeed, it was shown that our definition 
e believe this definition and its conse- 
kations in pure and applied ph theory. 
with pu~crib& cunnectivities, in: P. Erd6s and G. 
mic Ptess, New Yc?rk, 1958) 61-63. 
4xslses sn the iattice of ions, submit ed. 
;. 
th. 54 (1932) iso--1168. 
